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Population dynamics and catch forecasts of sandfish 
Arctoscopus japonicus in the western Sea of Japan 

K河 iWATANABEt¥Kazumi SAKURAMOT0
2， Takashi MINAMI3

ラ
andNaoki SUZUKI2 

In this study， we developed catch models that can forecast the fiuctuation in the stock abundance of sandfish in the west-
ern Sea of Japan using indices of spawning stock biomass (SSB) and ocean environmental conditions. Two assumptions 
were set in this analysis; (i) the catch harvested from this stock in year t， CI' consists mainly of 1 and 2-year old fish; (ii) 
the spawning stock biomass ofthis stock is proportional to C，; i.e.， C， can be used as an SSB. We discussed two models 
assuming the following two cases; Case 1: C， is determined only by SSB; Case 2: C， depends both on SSB and the 
ocean environmental conditions. We used water tempera旬resas an index of the ocean environmental conditions， be-
cause it showed significant correlations with Cr The model of case 2 show<巴dbetter performance than that of case 1. For 
the model of case 2， the accuracy of forecasting was tested by extrapolation. The catches extrapolated using the model 
of case 2 provided a good forecasting of C，. In case 2， from the water temperatures in spring and winter at the depths 
greater than 150 m it was found that the latter water temperature had positive significant correlations with the estimates 
of surface mixed layer depth (MLD) in winter. The long-term variation in C， showed a similar trajectory with that of the 
estimated MLD. 

Key words: Arctoscopus japonicus， catch forecast， Sea of Japan， regime shift， sandfish， spawner abundance， surface 
mixed layer depth， water temperature 

Introduction 

The stock of sandfish Arctoscopus japonicus in the western 

Sea of Japan has been one of the most important commer-

cial resources in Japan. This stock is distributed at depths 

of 100 to 300 m in waters from the Korean Peninsula to 

Toyama Prefecture in Japan (Fig. 1， Okiyama， 1970; Fujino 

and Amita， 1984; Watanabe et al.， 2004). Spawning 

grounds of the stock are located along the east coast of the 

Korean Peninsula (Choi et al.， 1983). In the spawning sea-

son from November to December， mature fish older than 

age-l spawn eggs on spawning substrates (Choi et α1.， 

1983). Eggs spawned in year t-2 hatch in February of 

t -1， and fish become l-year old recruit to fishing ground 
in t. Young fish of which body lengths are about 8 cm were 

found at depths of 0-200 m in the area of Shimane Prefec-

ture in January (Yamazaki et al， 1981). However， informa-

tion on the biology and the stock assessments are very 

fewer than those ofthe northern Sea of Japan sandfish stock 

(Sugiyama， 1989， 1991， 1992; Minami and Tanaka， 1985; 

Watanabe et al， 2005) 

In Japan， this stock is harvested both by the Danish 

seine and the small-scale Danish seine fisheries throughout 
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the year. In the Democratic People's Republic ofKorea， this 

stock is harvest巴donly by offshore fisheries. The statistics 

of catches harvested in the Republic of Korea are not pub-

lished. In the Republic of Korea， sandfish are harvested 

with Danish seine， trawl， and gill net fisheries (The Mirト

istry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries in the Republic of 

Korea， 1965-2000). However， these catches are so called 

by-catches with the walleye pollock fisheries. Sandfish 

catches in the Republic of Korea began to increase in the 

late 1960s and peaked at approximately 25，000 tons in 

1971. They fell to less than 1，400 tons in 1979 and marked 

approximately 12，000 tons in 1987 (The Ministry of Mar-

itime Affairs and Fisheries in the Republic of Korea， 

1965-2000). It is important to elucidate a mechanism be-

hind the large fiuctuation of catch in order to manage the 

stock effectively. 

There would be two key factors induced from the pop-

ulation dynamics for many fisheries stocks: one is spawning 

stock biomass (SSB) and the other is ocean environmental 

condition (Kawasaki， 1983; Myers and Barrowman， 1996; 

Wada and Jacobson， 1998; Sakuramoto， 2005). In the Sea 

of Japan， it has been indicated that there are significant re-

lationships between fiuctuations in stock abundances and 

ocean environmental conditions (狂iyamaet α1.， 1995; 

Sakuramoto et al.， 2001). 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the mecha-

nism in the catch fiuctuation using the SSB and water tem-

peratures. Furthermore， we attempt to forecast the catch 
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using the models constructed in this study. 

Materials and Methods 

Catch of the western Sea of Japan sandfish stock 

In this study， we used the total catches harvested from this 

stock as an abundance index， due to the fact that the stock 

abundance has not yet been estimated. The total catch 

would be proportional to the stock abundanc巴andthe SSB 

explained below. The Japan Sea National Fisheries Re-

search Institute (1974-2000) has calculated the catch per 

unit of effort using data of the Danish seine fisheries in 

each 10 min. Longitudinal by latitudinal grid from 1974 to 

1999. We call these areas from Shimane to Hyogo Prefec-

tures as area JP (Fig. 1). We calculated the mean density 

index for the area JP， and calculated the correlation coeffi“ 

cient between the catch and the mean density index from 

1974 to 1999. A yearly trend ofthe density index was very 

similar to that of the catch (r=0.82， p< 10-6
). This implies 

that the catch could be used as an index of stock abun-

dances after 1974. 

In the waters of the Republic of Korea， the yearly fluc-

tuation in the density index of this region coincided with 

the sandfish catch (Chum， 2002). This implies that the 

catches in the Republic of Korea also reflect the stock abun-

dance in these areas. In th巴 Koreanwaters， however， the 

index is not published. Subsequently， we used the catch 

data as an index of stock abundance. 

In this study， the total catch， Ct (ton)， indicates the sum 

of the catches harvested in the Republic of Korea， Shimane， 
Tottori， and Hyogo Prefectures， (tニ 1960-1999).The catch 

statistics are used from the Ministry of Maritime Affairs 

and Fisheries in the Republic of Korea (1960-1999)， the 

Shimane Statistics Information Office (1960-1999)， the 

Figure 1. A summary of locations. Dark areaラ areasA-G by 10 

grid， and area JP (thick line) shows the spawning grounds of 
the western Sea of Japan sandfish stock， the areas sampled 
for the water tempera知re，and the waters from Shimane to 
Hyogo Prefectures， respectively. Area (i) and (ii) which are 
surrounded with a dotted line indicate the coast of Shimane， 
Tottori and Hyogo Prefectures， and that of Kyoto， Fukui， 
Ishikawa and Toyama Prefectures， respectively. 
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Tottori Statistics Information 0伍ceof Chugoku.剖1ikoku

Regional Agricultural Administration 0伍ce(1960-1999)， 

and the Hyogo Statistics Information Office of Kinki Re-

gional Agricultural Administration Office (1960-1999). In 

this study， however， the catches harvested in Toyama， 
Ishikawa， Fukui， and Kyoto Prefectures were excluded， be-

cause they would harvest not only the “western" Sea of 

Japan stock but also the "northern" Sea of Japan stock 

(Watanabe et al.， 2004). 

Index of spawning stock biomass 

As previously mentioned， in these areas， we can only use 

the catch data， and the age-structured abundance is not 

available. Subsequently， we assume the following assump-

tions: (i) Ct consists of 1 and 2・yearold fish (Kuranaga， 

1987; Kiyokawa， 1991); (ii) the SSB in year t is propor-

tional to C[" Therefore， the catch in year t is constructed by 

the offspring of the SSB in year t-2 and t-3， that is， 

(Ct-2+ Ct-3). We defined that SSB index in year t SSBt is 

equal to Ctー2+Ct-3.The logarithmic transformation values 

of SSB
t 
twere used in the analysis. 

Water-temperature data 

Near the Korean Peninsula， the wat巴rtemperature was 

available from the Korea Oceanographic Data Center 

(KODC) (see Fig. 1). The data were available for depths of 

0-50，100，150，200 and 300m by month m (m=Feb.， Apr.， 
Jun.， Aug.， Oct.， Dec.) by 10 grid (area A-G in Fig. 1) from 

1960 to 1999. Hereafter， Wm.t.h.d denote the water t巴mpera-

ture at depth d of area h in month m of year t. Water tem-

perature off Shimane， Tottori， and Hyogo Prefectures， Japan 
were not availableヲ becausethe data are not collected by all 

depth from 0 m to 300 m in the long term since the 1960s. 

Correlation coefficients were calculated between Ct 

and water temperatures in t一1and t -2， which would be 

influenced for the SSB. Many negative significant correla-

tion coefficients were detected (Fig. 2)， and only a few 

cases， when the depth layer was 150 m and 200 m in areas 

D and E for Dec号mberwith time lag 1， positive correlation 
coe伍cientswere detected. 

In order to build the forecasting modelヲ wesummanze 

the water temperature as follows:既 (spring)denotes the 

water temperature that denoted the significant correlations 

in April， W
t 
(summer) denotes the water temperature that 

denoted the significant correlations in June and August， and 

Wt (autumn) denotes the water temperature由atdenoted the 

significant correlations in October. For instance， Wt (spring) 

was calculated as follows: Firstly， we standardized water 

temp巴raturesas follows: W' =(W -W)/σw， where W' is the 

standardized water temperatur久 Wandσw are the mean 

and the standard deviation ofwater temperatures from 1969 

to 1998. Wt (spring) can then be expressed as follows: 
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positive and significant atp <0.01 

positive and significant atp <0.05 
negative and significant atp <0.01 
negative and significant atp <0.05 

not significant 

Figure 2. Correlation coefficients for the “western" Sea of 

Japan sandfish stock catch in year t and the water temperature 

in year t -1 and t -2. 

Wβpring) = W' Apr.，t-l ，B， 1 00 + W' Apr.，t -2人 150

十W'Apr.，t-2，C，100 + W' Apr.，t-2，C，150 (1) 

In the case of winter (December and February)， posi-
tive and negative correlations were observed. Thus， data 
was separated into negative， Wlt (winter)， and positive， W2t 

(winter)， indices. All the indices were used as independent 
variables. 

Water t巴mperaturewould be correlated with primary 

production and the abundance of zooplankton (Venrick et 

al， 1987; Sugimoto and Tadokoroヲ 1997).In the Sea of 

Japan， surface mixed layer depth (MLD) is c10sely related 
with these ecological conditions， especially in winter and 

spring (Hirai， 1995; Kim and Isoda， 1998). MLDm.t.h is de-
fined as the depth (m) between the sea surface and a layer 

of water wher巴 thedifference in water temperature between 

these two layers is greater than 10 (Hamawa and Hoshino， 
1988; Kim and Isoda， 1998). In order to know the relation-

ships between the W，川
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and December， we conducted the correlation analysis be-

tween these two variables 

Catch models 

Models were built for the following two cases: Case 1; Ct is 

determined only by SSBt; C拙巴 2;Ct is determin巴dby SSBt 
and water temperatures. The models were evaluated using 

the coefficient of determination， ?， a司justedwith degrees 

offreedom. 

民denotesthe logarithms of Ct. 

Yt=ln(Ct) (2) 

The regression model is constructed as: 

Y=Bv+ε (3) 

where Y is the vector with dimension δ-τ+ 1 in which τ 

and δare the beginning and ending years of data. The vec-

tor V is the parameter vector with dimension n that depends 

on the number of predictors， B is the matrix of predictors 

with dimension ((δ-τ+IXn))，εis the vector of error 

terms that follow the normal distribution with mean 0 and 

variance σ2. That is， 

Y=(Yτ，Yτ+1'" Yo)T， (4) 

v=(α。αl α2・・・αn_l)T， (5) 

B=11 sτ+1.1 戸τ+1.n-l (6) 

1 sδl . so川ーl

where T denotes the transpose of the vector. The v can be 

estimated by the least squares method. 

In case 2， to investigate multi-co・linearityamong the 

independent variables， a variance infiation factor， VIF， was 
ca1culated for each independent variable. Generally， the 
multi-co司 linearitybetween valuables exists when VIF is 

over 10 (Armitage et al.， 2002). 

Catch forecasts by extrapolation 

To evaluate the model for the catch forecasts， we conducted 

simulations using the variables employed in the case 2 

model from 1980 to 1999. Namely， the vector V is esti-

mated using the data from τtoδby equations (3)， and then， 

Cδ+1 in the following year is extrapolated as follows: 

九十1=[1 so+l.l・・・so+l.nー1]・仇 (7) 

CO+lニ exp(Yo十1)' (8) 

where ^ indicates the estimated variables. This procedure 

from equation (4) to (8) was repeated until δ=1998. This 

operation is the same as that of Sakuramoto et al. (2001) 

when they examined the forecasting model in the sandfish 
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Table 1. A su町山laryof catch models using regression analyses and F-tests for the models. P-value is the probability 
level for the F-tests. r2 is the coefficient of det巴rminationadjusted by degree of freedom 

case model F-value p-value ? 

ln(Q=0.661n(SSB，)+2.54 

2 
ln(C，)=0.171n(SSB，)-0.08 W， (spring)+O.OI W， (summer) 

14.82 

13.29 

0.0006 

0.000001 

0.32 

0.71 
0.02 W， (autumn)-O.Ol Wl， (winter)+0.07 W2， (winter)+7.47 

catches of Akita Prefecture. 

To eva1uate the c10seness of mode1 fitting to the catch 

data， IFE is defined as follows: 

エ(ts+l-C)2

IFE=...T.斗笠里

t L (Cδ+1-C)2 
(9) 

where C is the mean of C O+ 1 over the years of δ= 1979 to 

1998. 

Results 

Catch models 

In case 1， a re1ationship between 1n (C，) and 1n (SSB，) was 

significant and posit附 ofwhich r was 0刀 (P<

0.0006) (Tab1e 1). In case 2， r was marked1y higher than 

that in case 1 (r=0.71， p<1O-5
). Catches reproduced by 

case 1 cou1d not coincide with observed ones from 1973 to 

1979 and from 1985 to 1990. In contrast， those in case 2 

cou1d exp1ain the fluctuations in the observed catches quite 

well compared with those in case 1 (Fig. 3). Significant in-

dependent variablest in case 2 were W， (spring) (F四

va1ue= 10.14， p<0.004) and W2， (winter) t (F幽 va1ue=6.81，
p<0.015) (Table 2) 

Yearly variations in the independent variables 

Variations in SSB， showed two peaks in the mid 1970s and 

the late 1980s (Fig. 4). Long-term trends of W， (spring)， W， 
(summer)， ~ (autumn)， and Wl， (winter) were very similar. 

They increased from the early 1970s to the early 1980s， de-
creased marked1y in the mid 1980s， and then increased 

again in the 1ate 1980s. In contrast， W2， (winter)， which 
consisted of water temperature deeper than 150 m， showed 
high 1eve1s in the early 1970s， dec1ined in the mid 1970s， 

and increased slight1y in the mid 1980s. 

Indices of the multi司 co・1inearity，VIF， at the predictors 
were 10wer than 10 (Tab1e 3). The multi-co四 1inearitywas 

not found although the 10ng田termtrends of these predictors 

showed the simi1ar patterns. 

Extrapolation of catch 

To eva1uate the fitting by extrapo1ation in the above mode1， 
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Figure 3. Catch tr司jectoriesobserved (thick line) and repro-
duced by Case 1 (dotted line) and Case 2 (thin line). 

Table 2. Parameter estimates ofwater temperature indices from 
regression analysis in the case 2 model. F-test is used to test the 
null hypothesis that a parameter value is 0， and p-value is the 
probability leve1 for the F-tests. 

Variables Partial regression F-value p-value 

W， (spring) -0.08 10.14 0.004 
W， (summer) 0.01 0.11 0.745 
W，(auωmn) -0.01 0.49 0.492 
Wl， (winter) 0.02 2.71 0.113 
W2， (winter) 0.07 6.81 0.015 

Co+1 the from 1979 (=δ) to 1998 was for巴castedusirig the 

independent variab1es of the mode1 in case 2 (Fig. 5). The 

Co+ 1 cou1d exp1ain 52 % of the variance of Co+ 1 

(IFE=0.52). P10ts ofre1ative residua1s， (Co+1-Cδ+l)/CO+P 

to Cδ+ 1 indicated that the degree of over-forecasts was 

higher than that of under-forecasts (Fig. 6). In particu1ar， 
the re1ative residua1s in 1985 and 1988 were twice as much 

as the ones observed. 

Relationship between water temperature and sur-

face mixed layer depth 

The partia1 regression coefficient of the indices of W， 
(spring) and 問 (winter)were significant in the regression 
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Figure 4. Tr司jectori巴sof SSB and the indices of water temperature in each season. 

Table 3. Variance infiation factors for the predictors in the case 1.5 
2 model. 
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Figure 5. Observed catches (thick line) and extrapolated ones 
(dotted line) obtained using the case 2 model of the western 
Sea of Japan sandfish stock. IFE shows the index of fitness 
by extrapolation. 
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stock. 

model (Table 2). It is known that in the Sea of Japan， MLD 

is active during winter and spring (Kim and Isoda， 1998) 

In February， April， and December， the MLD had a pos開

itive and significant correlation with water temperature at 

depths greater than 100 m in most areas (Fig. 7). On the 

other hand， the MLD did not have a significant correlation 

with the water temperatures at the depths ofO-50m， except 
in area G for April and December. These results indicate 

that Wス(winter)consisted of the water temperatures at the 
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coastal sandfish catch in Akita Prefecture in year t can be 

forecasted using the coastal catch and the water tempera-

ture in year t -1， t -2， and t -3. These results indicate that 

the fluctuations of catches both in the “northern" Sea of 

Japan and the “western" Sea of Japan stock can be ex-
plained in the same mechanism. 

Kuranaga (1999) reported that the intensity of the 

cold-water mass off Shimane Prefecture and the warm-

water mass off Oki island in year t could affect the sandfish 

catch fluctuations of Tottori Prefecture in September of year 

t. Ocean environmental factors in year t (time lag 0) may 

influence the distribution pattern of the fish， and thus the 

fluctuation in the local and seasonal catches. 

The index of W2t (winter)， which consisted of water 

temperature deeper than 150 m， was one of the significant 

independent variables (Table 2). The water temperatures at 

depths greater than 150 m had positive correlations with the 

estimate of MLD (Fig. 7). Kim and Isoda (1998) examined 

the surface MLD in February on the PM line across the 

center of the Sea of Japan， and showed that the estimated 

MLD had positive correlations with water temperatur巳 ata 

depth of 200 m. In this study， the variations in W2 t (winter) 

(Fig. 4) and the mean MLD at areas D and E in December 

(Fig. 8) coincided with the MLD that was observed by Kim 

and Isoda (1998). W2( (wint巳r)would have some relation 

with the MLD. 

Generally， MLD is associated with primary productiv-

ity and environmental conditions in the ocean (Polovina et 

al.， 1995). The long-term changes in MLD depicted in Fig-

ure 8 and the MLD that Kim and Isoda (1998) estimated 

(c) April 

positive and significant at <0.01 
: positive and significant aや<0.05

: negative and significant atp <0.01 
: negative and significant at <0.05 
not significant 

area 

Figure 7. Correlation coefficients between mixed layer depth 
(MLD) and water temperatu問 ineach depth of each area 

depths of 150 and 200 m of area D and at a depth of 150 m 

of area E in December， correspond to the variations in the 
MLD. 

Since Figure 7 suggested that the MLDs of area D and 

E in December are associated with the population fluctuか

tions， a mean of the MLD estimates， (MLD12.tー1.D+
MLD12，(-l，E+ MLD12，t-2，D+ MLD12，t-2，E)/4， were compared 
with the fluctuation of Ct (Fig. 8). Long-term trends in the 

mean MLD and the C(， which were the smoothing lines 
using LOWESS (Cleveland， 1979)， showed similar patterns. 

Discussion 

The model construct巴dby the ISSB and the indices of 

water temperature can explain the fluctuation in C( (Fig. 3). 

Sakuramoto et al. (2001) showed that the fluctuation in the 

226ー
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were similar to those of the zoop1ankton biomass (Hirota 

and Hasegawa， 1999) and the Ch1orophyll a on the PM 1ine 

in the Sea of Japan (Chiba and Saino， 2002). MLD may de-

termine these ec010gica1 conditions and the surviva1 process 

of this fish， although， the trajectories of Ct in the 1990s did 

not correspond to the extreme increases of zoop1ankton 

biomass in the 1990s in the Sea of Japan (Hirota and 

Hasegawa， 1999) and the Eastern waters of the Korean 

Peninsu1a (Ka時 etal.， 2002) 

We noted白atthe 10ng-term fiuct回 tionin Ct had the 

simi1arities with that of the environmenta1 conditions ob-

served on the PM 1ine of the Sea of Japan. Furthermore， the 
C

t 
rough1y synchronizes with the regime shifts that oc-

curred in the Northern Hemisphere in 1970/71， 1976/77， 
and 1988/89 that Yasunaka and Hanawa (2002) detected. 

Further investigation shou1d be conducted to e1ucidate the 

re1ationship between the Ct and these 1arge司 sca1eenviron-

menta1 conditions. 
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ハタハ夕日本海西部系群の資源変動要因と予測に関する研究

渡遺久爾本模本和美人南卓志3 鈴木直樹2

ハタハタ日本海西部系群の資源変動を説明するために2つ

の数理モデルを開発した.モデル年tの本系群の漁獲

量 Crは親魚量指数により決定される.モデル2: Crは親魚、

量指数と環境要因 (Crと有意な相関関係を示した t一lと

(-2における朝鮮半島東岸沖の水温)により決定される.

qの変動の再現性を検討した結果，モデル2は，モデル l

に比べて精度良くにの変動を説明した.また， 1980ー1999

年までを予測(外挿)する場合についてシミュレーション

l独立行政法人水産総合研究センター 遠洋水産研究所

2東京海洋大学

3東北大学

を行った結果，モデル2により精度のよい予測が可能で

あった.モデル2において有意な環境要因として採用した

水深 150m以深の冬季水温は，冬季混合層の厚さの推定値

(MLD)と有意な正の相関関係を示した.また， MLDとCr
の長期変動は類似していた.以上の結果から，本系群の資

源変動は親魚量と MLDの年変動に関連した環境要因に強

く影響を受けていることが示唆された.
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